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Ship Design Myths 
of the 1980’s
• Computer architecture will never be distributed
• Combat Systems will not need modernization in less 
than 7 years
• Increase in space and weight will always cause increase 
in construction costs (a compact ship is cheapest)
• Development of open interface standards are impossible 
because you cannot predict the future
• The DDG 51 will never need a hanger
• Modular Payload Ships do not require good Systems 
Engineering

















Modularity Applied to 
Modular Payload Ships
• Modularity is used for “Capability Swapping”and does not 
address construction modularity
• Goal is to achieve software/hardware replacement by 
different/new products/technologies of “like function and 
capacity” without requiring changes to the overall system
• Equipment modules are built to standard interfaces 
(Open Systems) – not just pre-packaging of components
• Standardization takes place at the interface – NOT 
INSIDE THE MODULE GUTS – this allows technology 
insertion and mission reconfiguration
• Ship/equipment interfaces include: physical and 
functional interfaces (HW), software interfaces (SW) and 
RF interfaces (links) 
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Key MPS Programs and Their 
Characteristics; 1975-1990
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Key MPS Programs and Their 
Characteristics; 1990-2005
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Payload and Platform 
Decoupling
   



























































Zone I(1) – RF Sensing Zone IV(1) – Forward IC and Gyro Zone VIII(1) – AA-size Weapons
Zone I(2) – Forward Acoustic Sensing Zone IV(2) – After IC And Gyro Zone VIII(2) – A-size Weapons
Zone I(3) – After Acoustic Sensing Zone VIII(3) – B-size Weapons
Zone I(4) – Aviation Support Zone V – Command and Control Zone VIII(4) – A(2)-size Weapons
Zone II – Exterior Communications Zone VI – Ship Control Zone IX – Special Purpose Electronics
Zone III(1) – Forward RF Processing Zone VII(1) – Forward Weapons Control
Zone III(2) – After RF Processing Zone VII(2) – After Weapons Control
Zone III(3) – Forward Acoustic Processing 
Zone III(4) – After Acoustic Processing
I(1)
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1. Flexibility in using basic design 
building blocks
2. Ease of design integration
3. Ease of upgrade
1. Better contractual control
2. Broadens competition
1. Increased efficiency
2. Reduced construction time
3. Greater throughput
1. Wide application of fewer 
standard designs
2. Accurate performance prediction
3. Known physical characteristics
1. Fleetwide procurements at the 
subsystem level
2. Use of commercial components
1. Fewer customized parts
2. More accurate pricing
3. Better quality products
1. Fleet-oriented architecture
2. Standard equipment modules
3. Standard components
1. Simplified contract specs and 
standards
2. Procurement strategies/procedures
3. Generic assembly/test procedures 
for products (modules)
1. Generic build strategies
2. Parallel assembly/test of major 
ship systems





















Improved configuration management 
methods
Module support procedures

















ID OSA Options &
Functional Interfaces
ORD, MNS, Regulations
Systems Selected for OSA based on:
– Anticipated Life Cycle Cost
– Rate of Change due to Technology, Mission           
Needs, Regulations or Maintenance
– Availability of Commercial Technology
Select Major System Architectures
& Innovative Concepts:










































Open Zones and Modules













 Legacy OS, 
Middleware, etc.
 Physical I/F 
Adapter
 Little reuse
 Legacy Applications or 
Requirements -Based 
Innovative Application
 Legacy Middleware 
&OS APIs
 “Wrapper” Layer 
Makes Application 
Code Portable




 Applications Running on OACE 
OS & Middleware Standards
 OACE Standards Used 
Internally
 OACE Physical Infrastructure
 Minimal Change to Application 
Software Design
 Supports Common Function 
Reuse
 Integrated or Federated 
Architecture




 Common Applications 
Built on OACE OS and 
Middleware Standards
 Application Uses OA 
Common Services and 
or Functions
 Applications use OA 
Frameworks Where 
Applicable, e.g. Fault 
Tolerance








































Obstacles to Implementation 
in the 80’s
• Vested interest in the Status Quo
• No compelling reason to change the Status Quo
• Viewed as a threat to key acquisition programs
• Unwillingness to believe positive impacts on time and costs
• Concern over the impact on the procurement process
• Unwillingness to assume responsibility for promulgation of 
interface standards
• Failure to grasp the importance of flexibility and 
upgradeability
• Not organized for successful implementation
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General Observations
• US Navy viewed MPS benefits as only applicable to 
modernization/conversion whereas foreign activities were 
driven by potential for lower construction costs
• US Navy MPS efforts were led by the government 
whereas foreign MPS efforts were led by private industry
• Foreign activities achieved both cost and mission 
reconfiguration objectives
• US Requirements to build Modular Payload Ships began 
with the Open Systems Joint Task Force (OSJTF) 
• Although DOD Acquisition Reform changed ship design 
from “in house” to industry, requirements for OSA 
demands government maintain control of key interfaces 
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Why Now?
• Economics of a smaller fleet – need for more flexible ships 
that can be configured to the mission vice multi-mission 
ships
• Faster rate of technology change – software can change 
every 18 months
• Computer industry proved interfaces for plug and play 
can work – even among competitors 
• Increased number of open standards now available – ISO, 









• The Technical Architecture should be based upon logical functional 
boundaries – not procurement boundaries
• Technical Architecture development should begin with ship 
functional partitioning and allocation of Functional Element zones –
development of module/module station interfaces are then detailed to 
check zone sizing and shape
• Interfaces for ship services should be done AFTER alternate user 
requirements have been determined and the system design is 
completed
• Owners of modular systems must learn to accept the interface 
standards as “design to” requirements 
• Ability to use interface standards cross fleet depends on the level of 
modularity/standardization attempted 
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Levels of Modularity / 
Standardization
Level Parameters Applicable to 
SHIP ARCHTECTURE 
(ZONES) LEVEL
SPACE AND WEIGHT SHIP CLASS (DESTROYER)
EQUIPMENT AND 
MODULE STATION LEVEL




CONNECTOR PINS, FLANGES FLEET




• Stay the course and apply good Systems Engineering – MPS is the 
only known concept that can reduce costs without reducing 
performance
• Establish a NAVSEA warrant holder – maintain the technical 
baselines used for ship design  
• Carry out adequate configuration management of all MPS interface 
standards – without it there will be chaos
• Insist that system level developers accomplish the paradigm shift of 
“designing to interfaces” up front to fully realize the potential of MPS
• Realize that not all systems should be open – it depends on the 
business case 
• Apply modularity and open systems concepts to the NAVSEA 
Affordable Future Fleet (AFF) effort now underway
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Conclusions 
• Modular Payload Ships using a modular open 
systems approach will:
− “Simplify the acquisition, construction and 
modernization of ship platforms and payloads”
− “Hasten the introduction of new technology/weapon 
systems (payloads) into the fleet”
− “Quickly convert the type and mix of combat system 
elements to counter new and changing threats”
Jack W. Abbott
SNAME Annual Meeting
November 1977
